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This Exercise is divided into two parts. In order to start open a terminal in the Exer-
cise folder of MMM course and update the GitLab directory:

$ git pull

Copy the Exercise-9 directory on Daint:

$ scp -r Exercise-9 daint:/scratch/snx3000/username /

Access the folder of the first part in the directory on your local computer with:

$ cd Exercise-9/md_vib

Now open another terminal and connect to Daint with the command:

$ ssh daint

and move in the working directory:

$ cd /scratch/snx3000/username /Exercise-9/md_vib

1 Vibrational spectra

In this part of the exercise you will compute the vibrational spectra of methanol and ben-
zene from density functional tight binding (DFTB) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
In the end you will be able to compare these results with those of the Exercise-8. The
spectra for methanol are available in this paper.

The starting points of the simulations are the optimized geometries of the molecules,
optc6h6.xyz and optmet.xyz, that are given as starting geometries in the input files

https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2013/CP/c3cp44302g#!divAbstract


mdc6h6.inp and mdmet.inp. You can visualized with nano:

$ module load nano
$ nano mdmet.inp

The DFTB section is given in the following:

METHOD DFTB use DFTB methods to calculate energy and force
&DFTB
SELF_CONSISTENT F use of self-consistent method
DISPERSION F dispersion correction
ORTHOGONAL_BASIS F Assume orthogonal basis set
DO_EWALD F Use Ewald type method instead of direct sum
Specify file that contains the names of Slater-Koster tables
distance dependent interaction parameter file
&PARAMETER
PARAM_FILE_PATH ./dftb_params/scc
PARAM_FILE_NAME scc_parameter
UFF_FORCE_FIELD uff_table file for the dispersion correction

&END PARAMETER
&END DFTB

Run CP2K for the two systems with the runmet and runc6h6 scripts:

$ sbatch runmet

The dipole moment and its derivatives are extracted from the simulations and saved in
files named dip*traj according to the input.
The post-process of these MD runs must be done with the Dipole_correlation.ipynb on
your local machine, so copy everything there:

$ scp daint:/scratch/snx3000/username /Exercise-9/md_vib/md*out .
$ scp daint:/scratch/snx3000/username /Exercise-9/md_vib/*1.xyz .
$ scp daint:/scratch/snx3000/username /Exercise-9/md_vib/dip*traj .

TASK

• Is the result satisfactory with respect to the DFT static calculation of
the previous lecture and with literature? Why?

• In the Exercise folder you will find two dipole files obtained with
longer MD runs. Modify the Jupyter notebook to analyze them
and check the new results. Discuss what you obtained. Discuss the
behavior of the autocorrelation in the time domain.
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2 Water

To perform simulations with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) the simulated system
is repeated exactly in the same way from one simulation cell to the next, and so are its
properties. This is an approximation, and of course, it is in general not true. In this part of
the exercise, from PBC MDs of liquid water you will extrapolate the value of its diffusion
coefficient (D) and estimate the finite size effects in this calculation. You start computing
the main square displacement (msd), defined as:

msd(t) = 〈|~r(t+ τ)− ~r(τ)|〉2

where the average is on the number of particles and in time. The msd is directly pro-
portional to D, thus you can directly compute it (for more details see this paper and the
Jupyter notebook given). Change directory both on your local machine and on daint:
$ cd ../water300/
You can visualize the input file with nano:

$ nano md300.inp

Run CP2K:

$ sbatch run

The post-process of these MD runs must be done with the msd.ipynb on your local
machine, so copy the files on your laptop:

$ scp daint:/scratch/snx3000/username /Exercise-9/water300/md300.out .
$ scp daint:/scratch/snx3000/username /Exercise-9/water300/*xyz .
$ scp daint:/scratch/snx3000/username /Exercise-9/water300/*ener .

TASK

• Look at the trajectories with vmd. Why are the particles exiting the
box with time? What is the importance of this for the algorithm?

• In which ensemble is the simulation performed? Why?

• Use the Jupyter notebook to analyze the result and compare them with
these ones.

• In the folder there is also a trajectory resulting from the simulation of
a bigger cell (with the side of the simulation box twice the previous).
Analyze these data and compare the result with the previous one.

• Plot D as a function of 1/L, where L is the length of the edge of the
simulation box (look at the final part of the notebook).

• Estimate the exact diffusion constant D∞ with a linear extrapolation.
Compare the results to the data in the paper.
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